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How many times can you hear: 
Left side: a miracle
Right side: I need
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The Chainsmokers - Don't Let Me Down (Audio) ft. Daya

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMH0Xglh7GA (access date: 19.01.2017)

A fragment of a song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMH0Xglh7GA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMH0Xglh7GA


Let’s do it now

How many times can you hear ‚I need’?

Listen and count

pixabay.com
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Fragment: until time 1:09



Crashing, hit a wall

Right now I need a miracle

Hurry up now, I need a miracle

Stranded, reaching out

I call your name but you're not around

I say your name but you're not around

I need you, I need you, I need you right now

Yeah, I need you right now

So don't let me, don't let me, don't let me down

I think I'm losing my mind now

It's in my head, darling I hope

That you'll be here, when I need you the most

So don't let me, don't let me, don't let me down
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The Chainsmokers - Don't Let Me Down (Audio) ft. Daya

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMH0Xglh7GA (access date: 19.01.2017)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMH0Xglh7GA


Next task for students

Listen again

and note down the sentences

with I need
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Song

• an opener for classroom discussions 

• played to give an idea of the situation

or the lesson content

• boring exercises made fun
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Tenses in songs: Yesterday

Option 1 – easy:

print out the lyrics, 

play the song numerous times, 

get the students to underline

present and past tenses in different colours. 
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blue = past green = present

Yesterday all my troubles seemed so far away.

Now it looks as though they're here to stay.

Oh, I believe in yesterday.

Suddenly I'm not half the man I used to be.

There's a shadow hanging over me.

Oh, yesterday came suddenly.

Why she had to go, I don't know, she wouldn't say.

I said something wrong, now I long for yesterday.

9The Beatles – Yesterday

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uneYz201p0 (access date: 3.02.2017)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uneYz201p0


Tenses in songs: Yesterday
Option 2 - harder

Give the choice between the present and past tenses: 

Yesterday all my troubles _______________ so far away.

a) seem b) seemed

Now ___________ as though ___________here to stay.

a) it looks/they're b) it looked/they were

Oh, _______________ in yesterday.

a) I believed b) I believe
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Conditionals in songs

e.g. Beyonce’s ‘If I Were A Boy’ 

about the things she would do 

if she was a boy just for one day. 

Then students can say

what they could do for just one day. 

e.g. Katie Melua’s ‚If You Were A Sailboat’
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fun and cool
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Songs: changing lyrics  

Find 10 errors in the lyrics

First just listen, then listen and correct the words

‚Sing Me To Sleep’

by 

Alan Walker
(look at your handouts)
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key

• Wait a second, let me catch my breath

• Remind me how it feels to hear your voice

• Your lips are movin', I can't hear a thing

• Livin' life as if we had a choice

• Anywhere, anytime

• I would do anything for you

• Anything for you

• Yesterday got away

• Melodies stuck inside your head

• A song in every breath

• Sing me to sleep now

• Sing me to sleep

• Oh just sing me to sleep now?

• Sing me to sleep

14
‚Sing Me To Sleep’ by Alan Walker

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2i2khp_npdE (access date: 3.02.2017)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2i2khp_npdE


Pre-listening

Guessing words you don’t know

(70-80% of words should students know before listening)
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Free teaching materials 

published by RODN „WOM”

created by teachers

with answer keys
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Listening by Anna Adrjanowicz-Noga

based on 

Kelly Familiy’s An angel
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Pre-listening
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A lot of exercises
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…………………………….



Key
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Before correction After correction

I wish I had your pair of wings

Had them last week in my dreams

I was chasing dragonflies

Till the sunrise broke my arms

Tonight the moon has glued my eyes

Cause what they see's an angel hide

I've got to touch that clearest sky

And meet the angels in their hive

I wish I had your pair of wings

Had them last night in my dreams

I was chasing butterflies

Till the sunrise broke my eyes

Tonight the sky has glued my eyes

Cause what they see's an angel hive

I've got to touch that magic sky

And meet the angels in their hive

Kelly Family – An angel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIGGVIkcyWU (access date: 3.02.2017) 
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Reading by Anna Adrjanowicz-Noga

Stressed out office workers 

dream of outdoor life
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Listening by Anna Golis
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Listening by Anna Golis
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Listening by Anna Golis
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5. Use the words from the song and complete the sentences 

about Christmas.

- Let’s get warm next to the ……………………………….

- It is a tradition to kiss somebody under the …………………………..

- Children’s ………………………. are full of sweets.

- Did you find something under the ………… ……….?

- Make a……………………….. and blow out the candles.

- How many ……………………………… pull Santa’s sleigh?

Listening by Anna Golis



Reading by Anna Golis

The History of Christmas Trees
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Comprehension exercises
Reading by Anna Golis
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Comprehension exercises
Reading by Anna Golis
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Reading by Beata Małoszyc

About transport in London

Based on real-life adverts

issued by the Mayor of London
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Reading by Beata Małoszyc
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Reading by Beata Małoszyc
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Listening by Beata Małoszyc

Last Christmas by Wham!
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by Marzanna Gromotowicz
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Reading by Marzanna Gromotowicz

about discrimination and harassment 

on religious grounds

gapfilling task – sentenses missing

2 distractors

students learn to decide how to connect
fragments, e.g. on the basis of their knowledge
of discourse markers, pronouns, etc.
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Is American football popular in Poland? 

What’s the difference between 

American football and European football?
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Listening & reading 
by Urszula Rajczyk

• about American football team from Białystok
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Reading by Urszula Rajczyk

• On the basis of a Christmas card received from 
Macmillan Publishers.

• Students must complete Christmas Wishes

• One gap stands for one letter
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Christmas wishes
- fragment

Love, 1) Wh_ _ _ Christmas

Happiness, 2) He_ _ _ _

True and Loyal 3) Fr_ _ _ _ _ , Satisfaction,

Wealth, Delicious Christmas Eve 4) Su_ _ _ _,

Great 5) Ho_ _ _ _ _ _,

Loads of Joyful 6) Su_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Would you like to publish

your own teaching materials?

lipska@womczest.edu.pl
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Free online materials

http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/learning-english/activities-for-learners/?skill=writing&level=proficient&time=05-10-mins&rows=12 (access date: 20.01.2017)
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http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/learning-english/activities-for-learners/?skill=writing&level=proficient&time=05-10-mins&rows=12
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Nice for 
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ex
am

p
le
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View text 
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Dictation
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http://www.fonetiks.org/dictations/ (access date: 3.02.2017) 56

http://www.fonetiks.org/dictations/
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Stand up/sit down

Working on individual sounds:

• give students a target sound and then read a text
out loud that contains examples of this sound. 

• example: the / / sound 

I met a man on the bus with a big map and a small bag.

When students hear this sound for the first time, they 
stand up. 

When they hear it again, they sit down, etc.
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Stand up/sit down

Read slowly enough 

for them to have time 

to stand up or sit down. 

It gets them out of their seats!
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Reading
https://www.usingenglish.com/ (access date: 3.02.2017) 
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https://www.usingenglish.com/
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Scroll
down

for
more
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http://www.staypoland.com/
(access date: 3.02.2017) 
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Scroll
down

Ready texts for reading comprehension

http://www.staypoland.com/
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http://englishteststore.net/

(access date: 3.02.2017) 

http://englishteststore.net/
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Downloaded
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Immediate feedback
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Where to find today’s presentation?
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Thanks for watching
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